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FOREWORDS 

This publication is a direct result of one assignment to students of construction architecture. Assignment was made to help 
students see how buildings exist in their urban context. Drawings were done in the streets of Milan during seconds years ex-
cursion. 

People draw large and small, heavyhandedly and feather-like.To make the drawings more tangible the hand you saw on 
the cover is in scale with all drawings. Some used good tools, others tried to cope with ballpoints and wet paper. Each day 
they were asked to pick one apartment building to draw. Techniques and drawing types were free. Students were asked to 
do fast sketches on site immersing the context any way they can think of. In addition to just looking discussions and inter-
net-based methods were introduced. For example, using 3d-model in mobile app turned out to be valuable help to under-
stand layouts of blocks in a dense city like Milan. 

To make the drawings ready for publishing they were scanned to black and white documents. This makes it easier 
to read this as an publication. All the same, it is the content that matters. But what is the content? To create a reflective 
layer to the reader I have made some remarks as a teacher to the first sketches. We feel that it is valuable to show how 
meanings drawn to sketches are conveyed, transformed or distorted. Perhaps those readers interested to know how we 
teach will get the most of this method. As a reader, what kind of meanings can you find in these? What about your own 
sketches, can you see them the same unbiased way? 

Janne Järvinen 
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Corner of a tall apartment building on the edge of 
dense urban fabric. Building has facade of windows in 
a grid and corner balconies opening to the south and 
west. Next to the building there are large voluminous 
trees.



Strangely and interestingly sculpted and fenestrated 
building in the corner of its block. Site is full of tall 
bushy trees and fenced off. Urban context is unclear 
apart from circular road network. Some emphasis is 
given to the area (in drawing) just above.



This mostly 5-story building has a prominent corner 
placement and is connected directly to other buildings. 
Stylistically it seems classical. Context is dense and is 
made of small blocks. A cul-de-sac is drawn in both 
sketches.



Most likely high tower by a wide passageway. Building 
is part of area made up of large blocks. Nearby park is 
connected to an overpass. Facade has small fenced 
green yards and balkonies. Probably building does not 
shadow its neighbours in any harmfull way.



Building is taller and not similar to its neighbor. It is set 
back from at least 2 streets in a fenced parklike flat 
site. Fenestration is wild. There is one open roof-
terrace. Buildings silhoutette is prominent and strage.



A glance-like drawing from other side of 2 streets. This 
4-5-story building is made of 3 parts. Facades have
some classical features.
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